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CHAPTER - II 

SYNONYMITY 

After traversing a long way ordinary language has reached 

its present enriched stage. Language. which was conventionally 

created by man for the purpose o.f communication has now :become 

the object of studies and xesearch. Clarification of some basic 

concepts involving .in language have been considered as a major 

task by the analytic philosophers of the twentieth century. ·Among 

others, two such ~rtant concepts are the concept of meaning 

and the concept of sameness of meaning or synonymity • .In fact, 

these two concepts are very fundarr~ntal concepts of language and 

hence rightly deserve the attention of philosophers. 

However, in the present chapter., J: would like to throw 

some light on the notion of synonymity or sameness o:f meaning 

with a view to clarify the notion of. analyticity.o~. 

Now, prior to the discussion on the notion of synonymity 

it becomes necessa::y to decide the proper attribution o£ synony

mi.ty. J:n this connection,. question arises in the following fom ; 

'Between words· or sentences which.one would be consiciered a~ the 

proper attribution of meaning•? Since neaning is used in course 

of talking about words as well ~s sentences,. the same holds good 

also in case of synonymity or sameness of meaning. HOWever, 

philosophers are not of the same opinion regarding the attribution 

of synonymity. Hence, it has been noticed that while discussing 

the notion of synon~ty, some philosophers have referred to 

synonymity of words and some to synonymity of sentences. 
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Importance of the notion of synonvmitx 

As an iiijportant notion of language,. synonymity draws attention 

of the ph.ilosoph~s for the following reasons: 

1.) §Znonfrnitz and clarification of the notion oil meaning. 

History of thought reveals the fact that different theories 

of meaning trying to identify meaning as entity of a sort, have 

asked some questions about meap~g whJ.ch are p~acti_ca11y unanswer

able •. These questions are J What sort of enti~y is a meaning1 Wh?t 

kind of relation holds between a 1-Plgu.istic expression apd i;~e sort 

of. entity. c~lled me8Ilin9 of ~t? et~~ lt is c;mly in recent t.i.me 

that philosophez;s have realis~d tp~t the above questions shou~d not 

be_ regarded as. genuine ques~i9~s at all since based on metaphys~cal 

asstirnptic:m th,at .meaning as a. sort of entity mus~ be specj_f.i~le• 

Inste9d t,hese pl;lilosopher.s lqolt ~or an .~c9ount of 'vlhat it is fo~ 

em expressic;m to have 11meaning'i• or ~hat~ we. doing when we -say, 

•_wha.1; a particular ex,pression means?• ~d the answer. of the above 

questions n~essar ily. pr~supposes the notion of synonymity. It can 

easily be po.inted out that identification of meaning of an ex{lt:ess

ion is nothing but exhibiting another expression synonymous with 

it, for exanple, the meaning of an expression -tpmcrastination' 
. . 

can be clari:fJ.ed by using a synonymous expression •putting things 

off •. Hence, for better understanding of the meaning of a l~guJ.stic 

expression the notion of synonymity plays a significant ro~e. 



According to Quinet 

"once the theory of me~ing is sharply separated from 

the theory of reference,. .it .is a short step to recogni

zing as the primary business of the theory of meaning 

simply the synonymy o£ 1.1ngu1sti.c forms and the 

analyticity of statements•. 1 

2) srnonwl.i:t:y as a defininc;; characteristic of. analyticit%· 
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· :tn, our e~ lier discussion on '~alyticity•· we have notice~.' 

that according to some philosophers, a type of analytic statements 

reqrilrlng empirical ~estigation .of linguistie usage are actually 

based· on the notion of synonymity. It. is thought that statem~nts 

like •-.A bachelor is an unmarried man,.,·.· •·An oculist is an eye

doctor• are regarded as analytic as •bachelor" and • unmarried man•, 

•oculist• and •eye-doctor• are but synonymous expression•. ~hi$ 

leads soms philosophers to hold that at least a type of anal.ytic 

stateJient{ can be defined in terms of synonymity. 

Thus, Quine points. out that among the two classe~ of analytic 

statenents one class is logically true statements. The pecullari.1;.y 

of this type o£ statement, such as •No unmarr.ied man is married•,. 

1• Quine~ W. V.O~, ttTwo Dogmas of ·Empiricism"· in From ·A Iog.ical 
point of view, Harvard University Pr~ss, 1953,. p. ~2. 
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lies in the fact that it remains true under all reinterpretations 

of its components other than logical particles. The peculiarity 
' ' 

of the second type o:f analytic statements, such as 'No bachelor 

is unmarried* according to Quine lies in the fact that it can be 

turned into logically true statements by putting syonyms for 

synon,Yms i.e. by putting •·unmarried man• for its synonym 

• bachelor• •1 Now, in connection with the explanation of analytic 

staterr.ent in terms of synonymity one point should be noted 'tibat 

while philosopher· like Quine thinks that particular one type of 

analytic statements can be explained in terms of synonymi.ty
7 

some 

philosophers go so far as to exi?lain all analytic statements 
. . 

whatsoever 1n terms of synon.l1IIlity. ~hus, Ayer i.'llrites: 

"our lmowl~dge that no ol:>serv.atipn can ever confute 

the proposition •7+.S::al2' de~ds simp).y on the fact 

that the symboUc expression '7+51· is synonymous 
- • • ,_ • I ' 

with '12', just as our lmowled~ that e,very occullst 

i.s an eye-doctor depends on the fact that the symbol 
' ~ ~ ' . ' ' ~ 

•eye-ci.octor• is synonymous wi1:h •oculist• • 2 • 

1. Quine# w. v~Q.J 0 Tvro Dogmas o£ emp:iricism" ·in From a logica~ 

Pgint of view, aazvard University Press, 1953, P• 22.-23 

2. Ayerc~ Language, 'l'ruth and logic, Penguin Books, 1976, p. 113. 



3) SxnonY{fli.t;z ;i.nv_oly ing in translation ., _, 

'rhe notion of sentence-synon1'Jll.Y is presupposed in the 

notion of translation. Now. as a notion •translation• may be· 

applied in different context~.~hey are: 

~) when a translatipn and the expression of whJ.ch it 
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i_s a trans,lation belong to the same language, such as :from English 

to English. 

~) when a trans1atiOI1 ~d ~he ~xpression of which it is 

a translati()n_ bot~ belong no~ t:o the same language - that i.s to 

say1 a translation from English to Beng~li1. 

c) translation from poetry ·into prose., 

:tn each of the above cases of translation, the· notion ·of 

synonymity plays a veJ;.y fundamental role. .In this connection. 

Mates, I:ienson writes; 

aA body of discourse A is a transl'ation of fi:\nQthe.r 

body _of disc;our se B J.£ and on~.r ~f there .is a 

correspondence bet\'feen the meaningful parts of A 

and those of B such that corresponding parts are 
1 synonymousn_. · 

1. Mates, Benson, usynonymity" in Semantics And The .Pbi.loso~ahX 
of Language, ed., by-- Li~sky,. L.,.-· University of Illinois Press, 
1952, p. 112. 



4) srnonetr involv~ng in communication 

The notion of sentence-synonym plays an important role in 

our everyday discourse. In fact without presupposing this part;t

cular notion we cannot communicate with fellow beings and hence, 

very l~ttle can be done with a language. 

5) S.zponYipit¥ , in -~ndire_~~=g."'"u ... o_;...~-a_t_i_o_n_ ...... ~----

The role of synonymity in the method of using ~d~rect 

quotation i~ not a n~gl~gible one.. According to Quine, 

"In indirect quotation we do not insist on a literal 

repetition of the words of the person quoted. but. 

we ins.is.t on a srnonymous sentence; t'ie require 
. 1 

.reproduction of the maaninsn· 
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Thus, synonymity being a very fundamental notion of language, 

have duly attracted the attention of d~fferent philosophers at 

different times. And to deal with this notion of synonymity 

philosophers have pointed out_ different_ c.trcumstapces under wh~ch 

two expressions are reg~ded as synonymous. They are t 

(a) if t~11c;> expressions evoke the same mental i.dea or 

~age, 

1. Quine., w.v .. Q., "Notes on Existence And l:iecessity" in semantics· 
And The PhilosoPhy of lan~ua~e~ ~d. by Linsky, L., University 
~£.--::-Illinoi-s Press, i 952, p. 8 4. · 



(bJ 1.f two words have the same intension~ · 

(c) if two words are interchangeable salva veri.tate 

ie. without. altering truth vaJ.ues of the sentences 

in which these expressions oc~ur. 

(d.) if two words have the same e~tension. 

(e) if two expressions perform the same illocutionary act. 

SECT .ION - ~I 

let us discuss the above criteria .one by one and see how 

far they have been able to tackle the ba$i.C question regarding 

the notion of synonymity. The question is : L under which circt.J~nw 

stances· two words are called exactly SY110nymous?1 

(a) Synonymity in terms of evoking the same idea. 

Taking i.'ITOrd as the mar_k of • idea' 7 this cri~ria tries to 

define s,vnony~ty in terms of evoking the same mental image. It 

is thou~ht that corresponding to each word there is an idea or 

mental image. And the ideas with t'IThich we do our thinking can 

exist and function independent of language. Linguistic ~p~essions 

are only the marks of ideas. ·Hence, according to this criterion. 

wha~ is required to count two linguistic expressions ·as synonymous 

is that the idea evoked by one of the expressions would also be 

evoked by another. J:n other words#- two expressions should stand 

for the same mental image. 
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Now# a little reflection will show that the above criterion 

suffers from the following difficult!es : 

In the first place, the criterion fails to point out the· 

exact sense in which the woXd • J.aea • should be taken in the present 

case. In fact, the term ·• J.dea• .is a vague term. at can be used in 

more than one sense.. For example# when somebody says, • J: have 

no idea what ax=e you saying' the term 'idea' :1.$ taken here as 

derivative from the not.1on of understanding. Hence, it would be 

improper to use the term • idea~ only to rae an something ll.ke .rrent.al 

image. 

secondly, it ,is something difficult to believe that when 

somebody utters an expression or understands an expression he 

has to assoc,iate· an image with each expression. J:n fact,. expressions 

like lif',. ''all•., •may~, ·•at·• etc.cannot be assQC:iated w4th ~y 

image at all. 'Difficulty persists even in case of ordinary noun

phrases also. ~hus#. according to D.E.Cooper it is really hard to 

believe that corresponding to noun•ptu:l;iSes like •four•dimen$1()nal 

space*., 1 mathematical point~. or 'superego 1 etc; the.re must be some 
. 1 
,;~,mages. 

1"' Cooper, D. E..,. • Phi~so;ehv and· the nature o£ 1anguah• 
#)ngman, Wndon. 1975.,. p •. , 22. 
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Thirdly., this criterion fails to reaUse that t.he power of 

imagin~g can lin no way be treated as me~s to grasp ~he meaning 

of an expression • .In_ this connection D.E.Coopet: writesa 

• If kno~ring the mean~g of a word was a matter o~ 

having the right images. it would seem. to follow that 

a person who_ is vary poor at. imagining is co~espondingly 

poor in his unaerstanding ~:1; meanings .... 1 

Fourthly, it is bard to think that iil each case the use 

of a particular expression would evoke the same mental image. 

Now, if mental images are consj.dered as variable, we are to believe 

that corresponding to variation of mental image mean.:Lng of an 

expression would also be different and this is really an absurd 

conclusion. 

(l>) Synonymj.tz in terms of having the same intension 

some plUlosophers try to explain the notion ·of synonymity 

in terms of intension or connotation of the concerned expressions .• 

GenerBlly, intension of an expression comprises the associations 

it has in the minds of the people who use it. Now. here these 

philosophers take the term ,, intension' in somewhat different 

1. Cooper, D~E~, ·Phllosoohy· and· the Natu-re of Language, 

LOngman,. London~ 197S., p~ 22 .. 
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sense. xn other words#. the sense which they intend to attach to 

• intension• is qu.ite dif•erent from usual sense. In fac;t_. their 

standi=Oints may be described as logical rather than psycholo-cal.. 

Now the point is that .although these philosophers intend to explain 

synonymity in terms of intension all of them have not used • inten

sion• in the same way. ~hus. according to c. Liewis having the 

same intension of linguistic expression means nothing more than 

equivalence in analytic meaning while carnap thinks that two 

expressions would be regarded as synonymous only if they are 
intensionally isomorphic or they h'ave ~he same intensional struc-

ture. 

_A careful reflection on the notion of -•equivalence in 

analytic meaning• and • intensionally isomorphic:• v1ould point 
' . ' 

to the fact that • intension• in none of the above tr."lo senses would 

;be really helpful to eXplain synonymity. Not·T· c • .I. Lewis writes: 

''Two expressions are ecru!v alent in analld;:ic meanin~,. 

(1} if at least one is elem~tary (i.e., not complex) 

and they have. the same intensi9n, or (2) if-. both 

being cong;>le,x, t:Pey can be so analyzed into constituents 

that (a} for every consti1;1,le~t. distingu.ished to either, 

there is a cor.responaing constituent in the other 

which has the same intension, .(bl no constituent 

distinguished in either has zero intension or universal. 



intension~ anq. (c) the order of cor~sponding 

constituents ·is the same in both,. or can be made the 

same without alteration of the intension of either 
1 whole expression•. 

Whus Ie\iiS considers •·round excision• ana •circular hole• as 

synonymous expressions due to their equivalence in analytic 

meaning v1h:ile t\'10 expressions ••equilateral triangle• and 

• equiangular triangle'· ax:e not synon,lllilOUS instead o£ having the 

same 1ntension.2 

Now, in connection t·tith Lewis·•·s version question may 

arise ·: can synonymity of expressions be explained in terms 
. . 

of equivalence in analytic meaning in all cases'? 

According to Carnap,_ the concept o£ 'equivalence in 

analytic meaning' is not very much helpful to the purpose for 

which ,it is proposec4.3 Lew;is thinks tha~ the above concept is 

applicable only to sentences that are not factual rather L-

determinate.,. A sentence is ~determinate . if and only if the 
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semantical rules, independently of facts# suffice £or establishing 

1. carnap Rudolf. Meaning and Necessit,l.. university of ClU.cago 

~ress_,. 1947. PP• 60-61. 

2-~ carnapjt Rudolf,. I~anin2 and Necessitg, University ·of Chicago 
Press, 1947, P• 61. 
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its truth•value while a sentence is £actual. U and only i£ there 

is at least one sta~description in which it holds and at least 

one in which it. aces not hold .. Anyway, with the halp of the l:ollow-

ing example,. consisting of £our sentences, carnap wants to sho~ 

that following lewis• version two sentences that should be treated 

as synonymous can easily be tJ:eated a$ non-synonyxrou.~' 

(i) two is an even prime numbert 

(i1) t\iO is between one and three; 

(iii) the nunlber of books on this table· is en 

even pr~-ne nurrcber; 

(iv) the number o:f books on this t:ab~~ .is. between one 

and three .• 

According to Iewis 1 de:f~itiop, (j.) and (ii) are not synonymous 

because they are Lo-true •. analytic: l'rhile (.iii}. and (iv) are 

synonymous because they are factual, -synthetic-. 

Carnsp says., 

nit ~eems w. me that . it would be more: natural. to 

regard (i.i.i) and (ivJ also as non synonyn'ous, since 

the ditferenc$ between them is essentiaily the same 

as that between (i.) and (i.i.). ~he logical. operation 

which leads from CiJ to (ll) is the same as that wh.i.ch 

leads from (.iii) to (.tv); j,t .is the transforrnatiQn o:f 

1' !l is an even pr ine number• into 1 !l is (a q ardinal 

number) bet\1een one and three":. 1 

1. carnap Rudolf~ !1-eaning and Necessitf:, University of Chi~ago 

Press, 1947, P• 60 · 
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Now. let us look .at the Carnap•·s notion of intensional. 

isomorphism as a criterion to explain synonymity ... The notion of 

intensional isomo~hism is explained in terms of logical equi

valence extending beyond full sentences to cover various sentence 

parts. logical equivalence is intended as explicatum for mutual 

logical implication or entailment. That is to say. the condition 

for logical equivalence is that it is impossible for one of the 

two sentences to be. true and the other false. Thus" whereas an . 

identity, sentence • a=b' says that a 1s ·the same ind_ivi~ual as b. 

logically equivalent sentence ·•~q' means that p and q are -
equivalent if they hold for the sarre individual. Now, according 

to the intensional isomorphic criterion two expressions would be 

synonymous when they are not only logically equivalent as a whole. 

but consist of parts in such a way that corresponding parts are 

logically equ±~alent to one anotbe~ and hence h~e the s~ 

intension. Thus., Carnap thinks that in a language §.containing 

numerical expressions and arithmetical•"f-act~Fs -the two 

expressions • 2+5•' and • IJ:. s.um v• are iQtensionalJ.y isomo~hic 

since ·•+• and •·sum'' are L-equivalent and the numerical signs 

1 '2• and • It• •. •· s• and ·•v• are Lo!aequivalent to one another. · 

1. Ibid., P• 56 ..____ . 



Though at £irst sight the notiOn o£ intensional struc~ure 

looks very much promising,~t cannot explain synonymity in all 

cases of linguistic expressions due to the following limitations: 

Firstly. an expression can be intensionally isomorphic to 

another expression ;rlithout being isomorphic to the definitional 

expansion of the later expression. For axample, if we assume as 

L-true a sentence o£ the following formt 

1. A = .. A..... m ~· -"11 

the above sentence will be intensionally isomorphic to 

now the sentence (1) is not intensionally isomorphic to 

which is t.he definiticmal expansion of the sentence (2J. sentence 

(1} will not be intensionally isomorphic to sentence (3), as· 

(3) contains a designator.t(x)• ,.,;hich cannot be matched to a 

designator in '(l). 

secondly .. .intensional structure canno~ explain synonym.ity 

of belief-sentences.. For instiiU'lce, if M ~d M1 are abbreviations 

of tr,.ro different but synonymous sentences, the following two 

sentences 
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1. Whoever believes that ~, believes that M. · 

2. Whoever believes that M, believes that s1 • 

would have the same intensional structure or would be .regarded 

as intensional isorrorpbic. Now, the point is that while the first 

sentence is true beyond doubt, the second one cannot be treated 

as such. Anybody may doubt that whoever believes that M, believes 

that~· 

Thirdly, the term • intension• is a vague term. Generally, 

the intension of an expression consists of the associations it 

has in the minds of the prople who use it. ACCO-l='dingly, in~nsion 

of an expression may vary from person to person. Hence, two 

expressions having. the same extension or denotation may not have 

the same intension. According to John Hospers, except the techn.i

cal terms having little connotation, most. of the words that are 

used in our . daily l~fe are rich in connotation. Hence, the range 

of thoughts, images, attitudes and feelings suggested by. t~se 

words are different from those of even their close synonyms. He 

wr.itest 

"consider the difference between •sweat' and ·~spire•, 

·• earth' and •world', • father• and 'daddy• • Poetry, . the 

effect of which depends on richness of connotation, 

must accordingly employ the language of dailY ~fe, and 

would be sterile if it employed to any great degree a 

scientific or technical vocabula4y".1 

1. Hospers, John, An Introduction to Philosophical Anall(sis, 

Allied PUblishers Pvt. Ltd., 1967, pp. 48-49 
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(c) s;vnonxroity .:Ln terms of interchangeability of expressions 

According to interchangeable cri.terioJ?. two expressions 

are synonymous .in a language :t.,i£ and only if tooy may be inter'!'> 

changed .in each sentence in J;;. without altering the truth value 

of that sentence.· This criterion .looks at the problem of synonymity 

from the stand.:..point o£ words and holds that in order to consider 

two words as synonyncus~ what is required is the characteristic 

of interchangeability of tne concerned words. ':Chus, two words 

• bachelor• and •· unmarried man• are regarded as synonymous as ~he 

replacement of one by another does not affect the trutb value~ 

Thus, truth value of the following two sentence$ 

A) • Ram is an unmarried man''. 

B) • Ram is a bachelor'. 

remains the s~e inStead o£ the replacement of •unmarried man• 

by ·•-bache·lor 1 ,. 

A little reflec~ion will show that the criterion does not 

hold good in ail cases. . J:n gcc;Jd many cases replacements of the 

synonymous expressions y.teld statements which undoubtedly af:f~t 

the truth value. Thus~ due to the replacement,a true statement, 

A') :'Ram wants to know whether a bachelor is an unmarried man•"' 

turns into a statement, 

B') • Ram wants to know whether a bachelor is a bachelor• ~ 

which is undoubtedly false. 



secondly:, in ·case of •belief - sentence• this criteJJ"ion 

is of no avail· at all. A true· statemen-t" 

C) • Ram be~ieves that an eye-doctoJ: is an eye-a.o·ctor' ' 

may turn into a fa~se one. 

'D) • Ram .believes that an sye•doctor 1s an oculist• 

without having Ram's idea of •oculist•-. · 

Here, truth value of the statemant does depend, not on the 

objective fact that the meaningsof •eye-doctor' and •oculist• 

are tile s !3!De, but on Ram'· s knowing of the particular expression 

•oculist·•· 
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~hirdly, this cr.iterion refers o~ly ~ synonymous ~pressions 

occurring ~ the same language .•. .In practice, what is required is 

a more general criterion to test synonymity of expressions o~cur~.ing 

in different languages • 

. FQur~hly, . this intereh~g~able criterion suffers from 

circular.:tty. According to COOper~, 

0 
..... in order to knov1 that two exprf!SSions ~ inter-. 

changeable in all no~recalcitr~t sentences, one would 

alrea¢ly hCNe to know that t~y are synonymous - in which 

case on~· ~annot use intexc:.hangeabi~ity as a taste £or 

1. syn6nymyu. 

(~.) s:znonymj.ty .in terms of extensional ident.ltx 

Sometimes an attempt, has been made. to define the· notion 
' ' ' ~ - . . ' 

of synonymity L~ terms of extensional Ldentity of linguistic 

1. Cooper; D .. E~, Philosoph~ and the Nature of Lan2Jta2e, · I.ongma.n,. 

London~ 1975, p. 172 



expJ:ession. Thus, it is said that twa or· more linguistic expressions 

would he considered as synonymous only if the expressions do apply 
Same 

to exact'ly the"thin9• zn other words. expressions having ·the same 

extension would be regarded as synonymous~ The ~tension or denota

tion o£ a term is the class of all actual or _possible. things to 

which the term correctly applies. Hence~ according to tbis criterion 

synonymity or sameness of meaning would depend only on the same-

ness of extension. 

Now, the point is that this criterion is not very much 

helpful tO explain the notion of synonymity. Xn fact,. there are 

clear cases where extensional identity cannot guarantee the same

ness of meaning.. Two expression- ·•unicorn-" and • contour• although 

refer to the same extension,. i.e. nulll clearly differ in meaning. 

Now, from the above example it should not be concluded that the 

inaeequacy of th.is criterion lies only in case of terms referring 

to null class._ . and difficulty would not persist if they have the . . 

same extension. and that. extension is neitqer zero nor universal. 

Now the point is to be noted that difficulty_ still persj$ts when 

referring class is not at all null. ~avid Cooper writest 

11To show that wo expressions are synonymous~ it is 

not enough to Shot-.r that. they apply t9 al.l and only 

the sam3 things •. •creature w,ith a heart• and •creature 

with a kidney• may apply to all and only the same things, 
1 but are plainlynon-synonymous". 

1. ·Cooper,' D.E.~ Philosophy and the Nature of Languat•• 
IDngman·, London, 1975. P• 172 
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Tbe above limitation of the cr-iterion of extensional 

identity leads some philosophers ~ modify the cr~terion itself• 

Goodman,. for example~ introduces two types of extension~ primary 
. . 

extension and secondary extension as criterion to explain the 

notion of synonymity and holds that two terms would have the same 

meaning ti and only i£ they have the san-e primary and secondary. . . . 
extension.1 Goodman considers: the extension of a predicate by :i:f:s~lf 

as primary extension whil~ the extensio~ of any: of its cc;>mpounds as 

secondary extension. Thus, although 'unicorn• and • centaur• have 

the same .primary extens~on would not be regarded as synonymous 
. . 

being different in their secondary extension. 'Centaur~picture• 

reters to things which • unico~•picture• does not. Hence, • centaur• 

and 'unicorn• are not synonymous. 

Now, the point is th~t introduction of two types of extens~n 

fails to serve the purpose of ~plaining the notion of synonym.t.ty •. 

Since, following the above a9count no two ~pressions would have 

the same primary and secondary extension i .. e. the same meaning. 

(e) srnonyroit:z in terms of the same illocutiona:y act 

Guided by the idea that. the meaning of. an expression s1lou1d 

be determined solely in terms of what the speakers do by using 

1. Goodman. Nelson. "On Likeness of Meaning~• .in. semantics and the 

Philoso~hy of Language, University of Illinois Press, 1952, 

p. 71. 
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language., some ph-i.losophers have tried to explain the notion of 

synonymity in terms of the illocutionary action ~ormed by the 

speaker. by utterin9 WO~$ or sentences .. Now# conside~ing speech-; 

act or an act wb1ch a person performs with the aid of words or 

sentences as the basic un.it of .study., Austin thinks tha1:- each 

speech-act would cons4st of three. sub-acts and these acts .are naned 

by him as-- locutionary .. ~llocutionary and pe.rlocutionary~ 

Locutionary ~tion is the physical act involved in saying 

something. 

Illocutionary action is what v-re Clo in saying something as -
opposed to the locucionary a:::t of saying something. 

Parlocutionary act~ons are the ef£ect o£ the utte~ance 

pmduced upon ·the £eelings; thoughts., ·or actions of the hearers .. 

Now.. philosophers who consider illocutionary action as the . . . 

defining notio~ of synonymity, reject perlocution~ action on 

the ground that being consisted of i;;he effects of the utterance 
. . . 

~ linguistic expressi(!)n produced upon the feelings, thoughts or 

actions of -tr.he hE!arer:;1# _ ~ueh action m_ay or may not respond to 

what .is being said.., ACcording to these philosophers saying some

thJ.ng is nothing but aoi,ng something. And from this stanapoint 

.it appears that i11ocutionary actions consisting of what the speakers 

do whi~e using language7may rightly serve as a crit-erion to deter

mine the notion of synqnymity.. Hot"J'ever, according to this criterion 

two words woul.d be regarded as synonymous if and only if they make 
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the same ·contribution to the .illocutionary act potential$ of the 

sentences in. which they occur. 'l'hus, synonymy of ttvo words 

• bache.l.or' and ·• unmarried man• would cons.ts11 in the fact that they 

make the ·same contribution to the illocutionary a::t potentials ~ \ 

of the sentences ·•He .is a bachelor~ and •He .is an unmal:'ried man•:.~. 
I , 

Now. in connection with thJ.s criterion question may <U:"i~\a 
·. I'· 

. '\ :a:::::·: =a:::::~n°:fi:::::::: :~o::;~~s, 
would synonJ11!1ity be truely defined 'm terms of illoc:ut;ionary ·~4 

.In connection with the above question, it can be pointed , 
. ' 

out that although reference to the illocutionary a=tion has s9me. · 

sort of advantage 7the particular criter1on does not fully serv~ . . 

the purpose for which it has been pr<;>posed. ~h.is critE),rion ,r.ig~l¥ 

drm'ls opr attention towards the purpose of using language. ~re• 
i·. 

over# concentration on the .il~ocutionary action among the above

mentioned three types of action, aoes min±mise the labour o£ 

.finding out the specified se~se in which use of language shoul~: 

be taken for the present pu~pose. 

l~0\-1, the point is that de~pi.te th_e above advantag~s,. the: 

intJroduct.ion of .illoc;utionary. act:Lpn as a criterion to explain . 

the notion of synonymity suffers from the :fe>llowing limitation$:. 

First;ly, two expressions may be regarded as synonymo1].S 

even when they do not perform the same illocutionary action. 

\\ 
\ 

\ 



According to. cooper, 

••-- the two sentences ·~his is a good clock• anci 

"This clock does the job it was designed to do with 

great precision• would no doubt be used differently -

the £ irst, mainly, to commend, and the second mainly,. 
1 

to report"• 

Secondly, two exp.~::essions can be regarded as synonymo\lS 

without know~g that they inVolve the same illocutionary act • 

. Henc~.. to know the il~ocu~ionary act of the concerned ~pressions 

cannot ~ count~d as a necessary condition for explaining synony-

m~ty. 

Lastly, understanding the illocut~onary act of a part~

cular expre·ssion presupposes the understanding o;f the meaning of 

that expression.. Therefore. to know that two expressions do 

perform· the same illocutionary act is to know already that they 

have the ·same meaning. Hence, arises circularity. 

SEC'l' ION - .IJ:X 
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The above discussion on the different criteria of s~onymity 

.clearly points to the fact that each criterion sl,lffers from 

limitations pecul.iar to its own and consequently, none of them 

has been able to explain the concept of synonym.ity~. Hence,. ·according 

1. Cooper,. D. E. , Philosoehv and the Nature of Language,. 
Iongman, London, 1975, P• 41 
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to these criter~~ no ttge expressions are exactly al~e ~n meaning. 

Now. non~availa:bi.lj_ty of clear e:~planation of synonymj.ty 

puts before us \3: few answer-begging qUestions 1 

&} ;a:s s,Lcn non-avai.labilJ.ty a problem peculLar to ordinaxy 

language? or, to both artificial langue.ge and oniina.ry .language? 

2) What ~a~tor, .1-f any, stands on the way to get exact synonym? 

3) ~ould non-_availaQ._iJ~ty of _exac-t;. synonym direct~ us to accept 

any other 5tandpoj.nt pecullar to orc:Unary lenguage? 

In order to deal wi1;h question (1) what is necessary is 

to know .the peculiarities <:>f ordinary language as well as artif~"" 

cJ.al one. J:n this 90nneotiop •.. the follp-vring points of di£fere:r;1ce 

bet\veeil the t.wo types of language - ordinary and arti£ic1al <?-an 

be mentioned •. 

(1 > An artif.ici:al lang~ age is a formcU system governed 

by specified rule~. :rn such sys.t(;m certain rules specify what 

meaning and de~otation is to be attached to certain elements of 

the vocabu~ary. 

Unlike ar:tific.ial ~~guage ordinary languag~ is not a 

calculus gov~ by exact rules. Wittgenstein~ who considers· 

communication through 1ing~stic expression of ordinary language 

as playing a gsme) t~s thai; . a rule in ordinary lang~age stands 

as sign-post leaving open about the way one has to go.1 

\ 1.. Wi.ttgenstein, Ludwig, .Philosophical Investigation, Oxford, 
\ \ 1957., P• 39e. 

' 
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(ii.) Expressions of artificial language consist of purely 
<> 

cognitive mean~f:l5J• ~hey are significant in virtue of their func~ional 

character only; for example,. E!Xpressions used in physics or mathe

matics signify and refer to certain physic;al operations and 

numerical relations. such expresf3ions do not bother about serving 

any particular purpose either of the · speaker or of the hearer. 

on the other h~d, the dispositions of the speaker, 

emotional .. eff~ts of the hE?arer cover an important part of what is 

cc¥~ by me~ing .of an expression _invo4.ving ,in ordinary language. 

{iiiJ In an arti£icia,l lai:lguage .. univers~ of discourse i~ 

predetermined W"Jhile. in case of ordinary language universe of dis

course is not predetermined, .. rather determined· by respective context. 

(iv) An artificial language has no bearing on compof?i:~.l:onal 

aspect, "i1hereas_ an ordinary· language with its emphasis on coin

positional ch~acter does serve the vari9us pur.poses of life from 

common place utteran<;::es denoti.Ilg things around us to our poetic 

imagination. In fact~. if ordinary language with its creativity4 _ 

spontan~ity iS co~parable only to a flowing river., an artii.:j..cial 

language in that ease_ may be compared with an inundated irrigation 

canal. That is to s~y,. with its limited ~pendence on rules and 

norms an o.rdinary language can :fabricate its ·own worla which an 

artificial language conspicuously lack. 

However., ordinary lan~uage as_ distinguished from artificial 

'-one is highly context-dependant. A good nl.l!Dl:>er o£ expressions 
\ 

\ 
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involving in ordinary language derive· the.ir meaning from the ¢0ntext 

in vlhioh they are used. Nevi, the peint is that the g;eater the 

dej?§ndence· of: a languase 'on cont~c- 'the lesser is the ;eossib.il:lty 

of two expressions o£ l:?eing exactlJ( s}'!lgn:vnous. 

In connection 'iiith question (2),,. .it can be said that s.ince 

problem o£ exact synonym is a problem peculiar to ordinary 

language~ factors standing as obstacles on tr~ way to get exact 

synonym lie in the very nature of ordinary language. Among others, 

the following £actors deserve special attention. 

(ll Context_ depeadence - .Many expressions used in ordinary 

language der iva their meaning from the context in which they are 

used and consequently, stand a.a an obstacle on the way to get 

exact synonym. In this connec~ion_ white. MOrton. G. .re:fers to 

Mill 1 s' view regarding- the term "man~ According to John &tuart Mill, 

a biologi~t might regard. as the ~ynon_ym o~ • man• • .-:mammiferous 

animal having two hands', and not •rational animal"; although .in 

common usage '"rational anima-l•· is the sysonym of •·man• .. 1 

(iil EmOtive force ... EmOt.ive force is an important :fac;.tor that 

stands on tl:le way to get the exact s.x--nonym of twc;> expz:·essions., 

l!'or example# the two expJ;"essions •He :i.s a stoo~ pi.geon• and -~He 

is an info2:mant for the police• would not be regarded as exactly 

--------~--------
l. vJllite, Merton,. G.~ "The MS;lytic and Jme Synthetic :. an 

Untenable Dualism"- in SemSlllt!cs ~d the Philosophy _of LanQua~,. 

ed. by Linsky, L:, Uniyersity of Illinois, 1952, p. 285. 
\ 
\ 
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synonymous due to the attitudinal foxce. According to John Hospers' 

n. ~ .... in saying 'He's a stool pigeon • one ~s taking 

responsibility for having an unfavourable attitude towards 

him and is n9t taking any such ·responsibility .in saying 
-·· :..::.. ... - •. - . . >--- ~- ·.· . - . . 1- . 

'HE!• s ~-'--~.,~£oggnc;nt. :for- the. ];~U-c~•. -~~~:.:·:.;.-- -__. .. 

(iii) New coinaSJ! - Ordinary language sometines co.;ins new expressions 

by permutation and comb.ination of the already e:?tisting voc;ab\,lla.t:y 

and consequently,,· $UCh new coinage cannot be ~actly subst.ituted. 
~ . . . . 

~hus., although the expressions ·~arth' and 'ground• _ar~ alike in 

meaning; new coinage •earthy_ gual.ties in people·t cannot .be replaced 

by • gxoundy qualities in paople • ~-

(ivJ creative aspect_- ~~eat~ve as~ct_Qf or~nary ianguage also 

stands as a bar to get exac;t synonym. EXpressions U$ed in o;-diQary 

language are. not al\'17ays confined merely to give information. On 

the contrary,. such ~press.ions sometimes atte~t to evoke feelings,. 

imag~s etc~ .to fabricate a. world of their own space, time and 

events. Now,. exp~essions fabric;:ating such unreal world c;;:annot be 

exactly substituted :by any other expressions~ According to John 

Hospers~. 

nshakespeare•-s line ·'Can't thou not minister unto a 
I ' 

mind diseased?-• does not have the same effect as '-'can•t 

you help a ~unatic ?' "•.2: 

1. Hospers., John_. An !ntroduction to Philosophical Analzsis,. 
Allied Publishers Pvt. Ltd •. , 1967 • P• 52 

2. Hospers, John. : An Introduction to Philosophical. Anal.ysis,. 
Allied Publishers Pvt. Ltd.*. · 1967, P• SO 



(v) Proverbs and metaphors ~ Proverbs and metaphors as used in· r 

ordinary lang1,1age cannot be substituted exactly~ The following 

two expressions ~too many cooks spoil the broth~ and •l;d.fe is 

just a Cherry-cream pie• can be cited as examples of a prover:Q 

and a metaphor respectivelY•- According to D~~· Cooper 

"Try replacing •c.ooks' by sone putative synonym like 

•cul~ary workers• in the_ fir~t And tJ:Y replacipg 

·•cherry• by Pt1J.PY arupe. ;J;:'om a SP?Cie~ qf prunus• in 

the. ?econd_. Both 'f:h~· proverb and the ; metaphor become 

absurd as a result.".1 
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In. conneq.tion .,;'ii th_ que.l?tion (3 _),. it can .be said that since 

;factors standing: o~ th$ way tq get. exac~ synonym clea.z.;ly J;.Qints _ 

to the fact that no ~19 expzess4ons i~ ordinary language ev~r_h~e 

exactly the same mef;m.;i.ng,. some philosophez;-s propose to tntr9d-uce 

the concept of degrees of synonymity or . sam~ess of meaning. The 

concept; has been .explained in the following ways, 

"Whe~ ·we Slay that -t;.wo. terms have the same meaning. 

we usually indiCate only that their kind and aegree 

o£ llkeness of mean.4lg _..is s¢:fic:ient for the purposes 

·of the .i.nmediate discourse•. 2 

The above v~rsion cle~ly points. out th~t requirements 

for having syrionymous ~pre~sions are not something fixed .rather, 

1. Cooper., D. E .... fhiloso:phy and the ~lature of Language, ,X.Ongman •. 

london, --1975. -p. 168. 

2. Gooaman,. Nelson~ •on Likeness of Meaningn in semantics and. the' 
Philosophy of Languase, ed. by Linsky, L.., University o£ ,Jl!LiO.ta 
Press,. 1952,. P• 13. 



they vary greatly from discourse to d.isco~se. ~he version 

stresses on the point that since synonymity of -~ expressions 

is a function of their semantics, any account of synonymity .in 

ordinary language would bound to be futile without concentrating 

on variation of requirement. In this connection Goodman writesa 

"·If we oveJ;"look this variation and seek a fixed criterion 

of sameness of meanin.9 that will at once conform to these 

~if~er~ng usages and satisfy o~r theoretical demands, we 
1 

are doomed to perpetual confusion~. 

Now, as a result of intl:OdUCing the concept of degrees 

of synonYmity in ordinary language, synonymy of two expressions 

would not be a· matter of exact synonymy rather a matter of mre 

or less likeness of meaning. Quine writes: 

• ••••• the ultimately fruitful notion of SfOonymy will 

be one of dt?gree a nc;>t the· dyadic ;relation of ~ 

as synonymous with b., but the tetradic relation of a - . -
as more synonymous with b than c w~th d".a · - - -
However., 'the point to be remembe~ed here i.s that intro

duc.irig of degrees is not enough to explain the notio11 of synonymity. 

we are still in need of a criterion to consider two or more ~guis

tic expressions having greater or lesser degree of likeness of 

meaning. 

1 ~ Goodman, Nelson. •on Likeness of Meaning" in semantics And 

the Philosophy of LanguagE;• University o£ .Illinois Press, 

1952, P.• 73 
2. Quine, w. v.o. : "The problem of .Meaning .in Linguistics• in 

From A wgical Point of View., Harvard University Press, 

1953# P• 63 


